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TABLE III. Value of constant in dispersion formula 
for frequency shifts. 

Soh'cnt o2XIO'l5cm Ja K 

2,3 DMB 23.7b 0.459 
Ill'rBr 50.40 0.551 
CS, 75.7 0.395 
(S, 55.4" 0.539 
Tolucne 20.5" 1.65 
Tolucne 63.5 c 0.534 
11 ]"'rr 75.5" 0.714 

.. 'Lt1..(·n (rom Landolt-Bornstein Tables. sixth cdition, 1950. Volume I, 
I,.r: .1. ['Po 5O'J-5 11. 
"~Ilm of thrt~l! C -H bonds in methyl group . 
• r - Br oOlld. 
II Two C "",S bOl1d~. perpendicular. 
• Aroma tic C -II bond. 
' Two arol1l;)~ic C -I I bonds plus a C -C aromatic bond . 
c E~ lim a l c d' lrom values for C-Cl and C-Br. 

[lispe rsion forces) are appropriate, though we have no 
means of distinguishing between them. The average 
dipole-dipole interaction energy is also linear in R-6 
and it is temperature dependent, thus the discrcp:l.l1cy 
between the temperature and pressure data in toluene 
lIlay be due to the importance of this form of E j ". for 
the particular case of n-butanol-toluene interaction, 

:' the cor.t ribution to E int of 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc., 
nr"resl neighbors is summed to get the total interaction 
energy, then the result is an over-all R-3 dependence; 
howcvcr, fo r a force which falls off as rapidly as the 
van dcr Waals' force, it seems reasonable to include 
only nc:trcst ncighbors in the total interactions. 

We have fitted the straight lines of Fig. 2 to the 
cCjuation 

",here K is essentially constant and 0!2 is the polariza
bility of the most polarizable solvent bond, parallel 
to the bond. K contains the polarizability of the O-H 
bond and a combination of terms involving tbe exci
tation CnCi"b;(!S of the electrons, which however should 
not change much from solvent to solvent. Thus the 
constancy of K from solvent to solvent is a partial 
measure of the correctness of our approach at this very 
s:m'lje level. Table III gives the results. 

The correlation with the values of 0!2 seems fairly 
consistent, though it must be stated that there is 
considcrable arbitrariness ir. ,;le choice of Cl'2, as ex
pbinccl in the reference to '.:."able III. Ho\\".;ver, there 
:I,l' hidden fac lors in K involving the packing of the 
lil\,',:ules and their oricr~ation, for which the 'present 
theory .)i liCjuids cannot provide an answer. For example 
une miglll multiply the polarizability by a factor 
depending on the number of nearest neighbors to the 
(1- • iJond, or a certain weighted average of parallel 
""., 1,~rpcndi cul::Lr polarizabilities might be involved 
'!l'pcncling OD averabe orientations. Thus our 'data are 
I .. ",,' consistcnt i: one assumes that the 0-H bond 
: . C:i 2 so:ution "sees" twr ,~=S ~onds from a position 

'l·l1(;;(\..;;,r to the: Ul1G.S, rather than the S atom 

head on. This implies a structure of CS 2 involving long 
chains of S=C=S S=C=S S=C=S molecules, with 
alcohol molecules fitting between the chains. The high 
molar density of CS2 also indicates such an efficient 
packing. 

In conclusion, the polarizabilities of solvent groups 
predict, qualitatively, the grouping of solvents into 
those causing small or large frequency shifts. A quanti
tative theory must await more knowledge of the struc
ture of liquids. Conversely, it may be hoped that 
experimental results of this nature can help to solve 
these theoretical problems. 
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APPENDIX A 

A formula first derived in the literature by Bauer 
and Magat,15 

!:J.v' D-l 1 
-=---.-E 

lIO 2D+l a3' ' 

has been tested by several au thorsl6- 18 observing 
frequency shifts in going from the gas to liquid solution 
phase. Here lIO is the gas phase frequency, D the dielec
tric constant (static value?), a the radius of the spherical 
cavity in the dielectric medium containing the radiating 
dipole, and E is a group of terms involving the solute 
which should be constant from solution to solution. 
(!:J.lI' is the shift from the gas phase frequency.) The 
physical model is tbat of a poinl dipole radiating in a 
spherical cavity surrounded by a continuous dielectric 
medium. Since the Clausius-Mosotti expression giving 
the density dependence of the molar polarization is 
true to the same physical approximation, one can test 
our pressure-induced shifts against the Bauer-Magat 
expression by substitution of the Clausius-Mosotti 
value for D from 

mD-l 
P=---. 

p D+2 

(Here P is the defined molar polarization, p the density 
and, M the molecular weight.) When this is done, 
with the additional assumption that a3= (constant) 
X lII/ p the result for the density dependence of the 
shift is 

!:J.v' (p/M)2 
-= (constant)------

lIO (p/M) + (1/ P) 
16 E, Bauer and M. Magat, ]. phys. radium 9,3 19 (1938). 
10 L. H. Jones and R. M. Badger, ]. Am, Chem. Soc, 73, 3132 

(1932). 
17 M. L Josien and X. Fuson,.T. ('hem. Phys. 22,1169 (1954). 
IS P. '.i."<lomikoski, Suomen Kerr.isll ;c; ::.\ 44 (1950), 


